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Petitioner Opening Statement 

● Administrative in nature with injury 

● Trend: violation of either normative or legal process for appointments to student 

assembly 

● Constitution clearly establishes separate branches 

● In this case: framers of constitution choose words intentionally (branches set up with 

checks and balances) 

● Nowhere in ESG does it state that the president can make unilateral student nominations 

o CSG is not a committee of the university 

● August 30th three weeks puts you into September  

● Wants to claim injury 

o Process to fill vacancies was not upheld 

o Divergence of normal process 

● Relief sought: uniform appointment process and standards 

● CSG cannot reject an appointment 

o Interpret constitution given by Bylaws; those interpretations have force of 

procedure not law 

Defendant Opening Statement 

● Judiciary website: requirement that position must be exhausted, petitioner has not 

presented any evidence that tried to address filling the vacancy  

● Petitioner wants to amend court system: Case is not about senate appointments gone 

wrong 

o Determine reach of CSJ power 

● Not within CSJ power to determine whether process of CSG appointment is proper  

● Improper for Court to even be hearing claim; improper claim 

● CSJ cannot issue an opinion on a moot claim. 

 

Plaintiff Presents Evidence 



● Reach of CSJ power? Can they adjudicate 

o CSJ powers are broad in off-campus constitution 

o School and college constitutions may not have general counsel or other positions 

that 

o No inferior courts below CSJ 

o This court must adjudicate because there are not lower court systems 

● Rule: Students should make a good faith effort to exhaust all opportunities 

o Not exhaustive; when appointments were made, plaintiff can’t do anything about 

the appointments that are made. There is no way to fix that outside of stepping 

down. During fall election, president was still in his seat, so there is no other 

exhaustive method. Injury has already been done, there is no good faith effort that 

can be made to retract those nominations  

● Notice came on August 30th; 3-week period to name a nominee 

o Factually: who represents ESG at CSG, most recently how were they confirmed 

or appointed? 

▪ James Wish and David Frank were seated nominees up until this last 

Tuesday. The process by which they were seated  

● Determination of rules chair are not legally binding, but Mr. Frank 

on September 27th offered the seat to the Plaintiff, but before 

Plaintiff could respond to turn it down, the seat was already taken 

by someone who was named by the president. All of this had 

happened before even a senate vote could occur on the issue 

● Jurisdictional issue: the process is completely up to ESG? The appropriateness of the 

process relies upon ESG. They have sole authority to determine what manner is 

appropriate? This court has held before that there are regulations that the CSJ can pass 

requirements.  

o Maybe not clear that only ESG has the sole authority to do so 

o Interpretation of clause is central issue? whose job is it to appoint vacancies 

▪ There cannot be just one person who has the authority to fill vacancies  

● Justice: even if it completely within ESG to determine appropriate 

manner, ESG doesn’t have any restitution process, so CSJ must 

adjudicate on the issue 

● Nowhere in document does it say that president of ESG can make 

unilateral appointments without confirmation from the senate 

● Provision of ESG constitution in original brief (Article 4 section 2: “the president may 

nominate an engineering student to fill a vacancy in the event of … any other reason?” 

o What are the divisions: the divisions used to be by major, but now they are 

undergraduate and graduate?  



▪ Would it be sufficient if judges were to decide narrowly (if case is not 

moot) and declare that the ESG must follow its own language (follow its 

own procedures in its constitution)? 

● Discrepancy: ESG as a whole is a lower seat than CSG, so if this 

applies to the lower seat, then it should apply to the entire CSG. 

How could low level position require senate confirmation without 

higher level position 

o There is no clear process defined by ESG documents; they 

have not deemed any process at all 

● Why should CSJ tell ESG that what they did was wrong when there’s not even a process 

that they could have followed 

o Appeal to Ross V. Schafer 

▪ CSJ has said that mootness has not stopped to issuing a statement just 

because the issue was declared moot in the past. 

▪ This ruling wants to declare clear bylaws for filling vacancies because 

some governments don’t even have compiled bylaws because they don’t 

meet regularly enough. Having oversight or barebones process is critical 

in maintaining trust in central student  
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Defendant Presents Evidence 

● Where exactly does Schafer argument address mootness of issue; footnotes are not 

holdings of cases; so, court is not bound by this decision  

● Petitioner has not outlined any exceptions to the mootness doctrine 

● Thus, there is no injury because the seats were duly elected 

● Judge: It’s moot because the timing of the trial (the election results already happened 

after this trial, so it’s moot) 

o Potential stipulation that mootness should not be considered in pretrial 

conference, but plaintiff contested the legitimacy of the appointments, so 

mootness is being considered 

● If CSJ has discretion, should they exercise it here: Plaintiff sued without first consulting 

advisory opinion in the first place. They are concerned about extending liability to any 

students in CSG. Plaintiff wants to address if there’s even an injury at all 

● Petitioner claims that nobody trusted the process or CSJ: but plaintiff has not brought up 

any senators who are upset about the process; if any senator thought that his actions were 

injurious to CSJ, senators could recall appointment, but none of the senators did that. 

This goes against the process CSG and CSJ has outlaid in their policies. Not that CSJ 

does not have the power to adjudicate, but simply that this is a procedural problem. 

Petitioner did not follow processes of CSG. You must follow the process of filing claims 

in any court of law, and petitioner has not done so. 



● Trend of overreaching executive authority: however, this is one time that the executive 

made a decision absence of the congressional body. Who else can appoint when senate is 

absent from session? 

● Lay out timeline: September 15th. First appointment was august 30th. Second appointment 

sept 20th.  David Frank was voted on, not appointed by president. On August 30th when 

appointment was made, how did the senate make the confirmation process? 

o Senate knew about appointment via email, so any senator could have come 

forward and issued a veto by 2/3rds majority. ESG is one of most eternally 

transparent of all of the governing bodies. 

● Under Article II, president can fill a vacancy when senate is not in session. That’s how 

our country runs;  

o But school vacancy is not the same as country’s government.  

o If president didn’t want to go through assembly, president could appoint anybody 

without Senate’s appointment 

o President could have waited (not here to argue about expediency), but respondent 

wants to point out that there are procedural safe guards that were followed. 

Plaintiff refused to go to ESG to complain and went straight to CSJ to mandate a 

procedure for all student governments when he is the only student that is feeling 

injurious.  

● CSJ would be law-making if they were to make a procedural decision 

o President could have waited, but he didn’t. None of the senators complained about 

when they could of if they thought it was erroneous. And petitioner did not meet 

the requirement that CSJ requires to go to ESG before bringing a claim to CSJ. 

o It would be inappropriate for CSJ to outline a bare minimum process would be 

law-making and would be outside the providence of the court.  

● Respondent’s ask is that CSJ does issue an advisory opinion (if they want to, but not even 

US courts do that), but the claim is moot and should be thrown out. CSG has explicitly 

given power to student governments, so an advisory opinion to CSG wouldn’t even be 

effective.  
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Plaintiff Closing Remarks 

● Form that you have to file: there is no option to request an advisory opinion because that 

is normally done by UEC. 

● No injury here? improperly representatives could cast votes as representatives 

● Vice president has dissented via email and others have testified, but because of holiday 

affidavits were never signed (potentially hearsay evidence) 

● ESG cannot recall a nominee, so there is no process for the plaintiff followed all of the 

procedure outlined.  



● August 30th to September 15th was in confines of 3 weeks, so president could have waited 

for senate to be in session if he wanted to, but he did not 

● Can’t overturn a CSJ decision; CSG is by far most transparent body 
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Defendant Closing Remarks 

● Petitioner cites a law case wrongfully 

● If decide constitutional law, they should consult the zones (they are in zone 2 where 

president can rely on his power and can invite congressional responsibility, but does not 

require it). President also had implicit approval by the legislature 

● Mootness issue: it is moot now because the electives have already been duly elected by 

the time this trial happened 

● CSJ does not have the power to mandate a uniform appointment process 

● Ability of petitioner recourse: The senate may overturn any action of the executive 

branch. So, the senate could have dissented if they thought it was erroneous, and they did 

not. 
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